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Petra Collins , on left, appeared in Gucci's  fall/winter 2016 ad campaign

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Italian fashion label Gucci's creative director Alessandro Michele is putting his touch on the brand's fragrance
portfolio, furthering his makeover of the house's product lines.

Gucci Bloom, the first scent developed by Mr. Michele, is  officially launching in August, but the brand is offering a
limited selection of bottles for pre-order via ecommerce from May 3. After introducing new motifs and design
aesthetics for the brand's ready-to-wear, accessories and jewelry collections, this fragrance debut enables Mr.
Michele to communicate his brand vision through a new product category and medium.

Budding buzz
Since taking the helm of Gucci in 2015 (see story), Mr. Michele has introduced his own vision of the brand.
Compared to the brand interpretation of his predecessors, his Gucci is more romantic and quirky than overtly sexy.

While Mr. Michele has introduced new marketing efforts for existing fragrance lines including Gucci Guilty and
Bamboo, Gucci Bloom marks his first perfume created for the brand.

To celebrate the launch, Gucci will be hosting a party on May 2 in New York, with Gucci Bloom faces Dakota
Johnson, Petra Collins and Hari Nef in attendance.
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Petra Collins and Hari Nef at the LACMA gala in 2016

The three millennial women were announced as collaborators for an undisclosed project in January, teasing it with
the hashtag #InBloom. The trio are twenty-something artists establishing their place in the fields of acting, modeling
and photography (see story).

Frequent Gucci photographer Glen Luchford shot the Gucci Bloom campaign, capturing the spokesmodels in video
and still shots.

Prior to Gucci Bloom's official retail debut this summer, Gucci is opening up 1,000 bottles of the scent for pre-order
via its own ecommerce site and Saks.com.
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